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 I. Mandate 

1. The Inland Transport Committee during its eighty-second session (23–28 February 

2020) approved (ECE/TRANS/294, para. 841) the establishment of the Group of Experts on 

Conceptual and Technical Aspects of Computerization of the TIR Procedure (WP.30/GE.1) 

and endorsed its Terms of Reference (ToR)2 (ECE/TRANS/WP30/2019/9 and 

ECE/TRANS/WP.30/2019/9/Corr.1) pending approval by United Nations Economic 

Commission for Europe (ECE) Executive Committee (EXCOM). EXCOM during its 

Remote informal meeting of members of the Executive Committee (20 May 2020) 

approved the establishment of the Group of Experts on Conceptual and Technical Aspects 

of Computerization of the TIR Procedure (WP.30/GE.1) until 2022, based on the ToR 

included in document ECE/TRANS/WP.30/2019/9 and Corr.1, as contained in document 

ECE/TRANS/294 (ECE/EX/2020/L.2, para. 5(b)).3 

2. The ToR of the Group stipulate that the Group should focus its work on preparing a 

new version of the eTIR specifications, pending the formal establishment of Technical 

Implementation Body (TIB). More specifically the Group should (a) prepare a new version 
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of the technical specifications of the eTIR procedure, and amendments thereto, ensuring 

their alignment with the functional specifications of the eTIR procedure; (b) prepare a new 

version of the functional specifications of the eTIR procedure, and amendments thereto, 

ensuring their alignment with the conceptual specifications of the eTIR procedure; (c) 

prepare amendments to the conceptual specifications of the eTIR procedure, upon requests 

by WP.30. 

3. This document presents the activity analysis. This document will be part of the eTIR 

functional specifications document. 

 II. Introduction 

4. The purpose of the eTIR functional specifications is to translate the eTIR concepts 

(eBusiness requirements) into specifications that enable software developers and message 

designers to further design the eTIR system.  

5. eTIR functional specifications goals are:  

 (a) To build a set of business objects from the eTIR concepts; 

 (b) To transform the eTIR concepts into precise, object oriented specifications; 

 (c) To provide a foundation for the design of electronic messages; 

 (d) To provide all actors of the eTIR system with interfaces to hook on to their 

existing information systems; 

 (e) To explicitly specify the dynamics of the eTIR system. 

6. In order to achieve those goals, this document provides further detail on the dynamic 

aspects of the eTIR system and completes the more general description provided by the 

activity diagrams in the eTIR concepts. It does so by means of sequence diagrams which 

describe the detailed interactions between actors and objects in the eTIR system. The 

identification of all these interactions is the basis for the elaboration of the electronic 

messages. 

7. Furthermore, the class diagram in the eTIR concepts is further developed and is now 

divided into three separate class diagrams, which include attributes and operations. The 

class diagrams will be used to design the messages and provide the structure of databases. 

They will also provide the basis for the development of the objects’ methods. 

8. The eTIR functional specifications are therefore subdivided into two parts, starting 

with the activity analysis, which depicts the dynamics of the eTIR international system, and 

followed by a data analysis, which presents the attributes and the methods of the objects 

used and exchanged by the eTIR international system in the form of class diagrams.  
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Usage and disclaimer clause 

This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to others, and derivative 

works that comment on or otherwise explain it or assist in its implementation, may be 

prepared, copied, published and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any 

kind. However, this document itself and its translations available on the UNECE website 

may not be modified in any way, such as by removing the references to UNECE. 

Disclaimer: Materials provided in this document are provided “as is”, without warranty of 

any kind, either express or implied, including, without limitation, warranties of 

merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and non-infringement. The United Nations 

specifically does not make any warranties or representations as to the accuracy or 

completeness of any such materials. The United Nations may add, change, improve or 

update the materials in this document without notice. Under no circumstances shall the 

United Nations be liable for any loss, damage, liability or expense incurred or suffered that 

is claimed to have resulted from the use of this document, including, without limitation, any 

fault, error, omission, interruption or delay with respect thereto. Under no circumstances, 

including but not limited to negligence, shall the United Nations or its affiliates be liable 

for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages, even if the United 

Nations has been advised of the possibility of such damages. 

The user specifically acknowledges and agrees that the United Nations is not liable for any 

conduct of any user. As a condition of using these materials, the user agrees to indemnify 

the United Nations and its affiliates from and against any actions, claims, losses, damages, 

liabilities and expenses arising out of the user's use of these materials. If the user is 

dissatisfied with any material in this document, the user's sole and exclusive remedy is to 

discontinue using this document. 

Nothing herein shall constitute or be considered to be a limitation upon or a waiver of the 

privileges and immunities of the United Nations, which are specifically reserved. 
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 1 Activity Analysis 

 1.1 Sequence diagrams 

9. The following sequence diagrams are devised on the basis of the activity diagrams 

presented in the eTIR concepts. They describe in details all interactions between the actors 

and the objects of the system.10. Annex III contains the sequence of messages from the 

point of view of countries of departure, transit and destination. 

 1.1.1 Management by customs of data on guarantees  

 1.1.1.1 Register/update guarantee chain information 

Figure 1.1: 

Register/update guarantee chain information sequence diagram  

eTIR package::AC2

gc : Guarantee Chain

New(guarantee chain)

gt : GuaranteeType

Update()

eTIR Intranet

[in case of new guarantee chain]: AddGuaranteeChain

[in case of existing guarantee chain]: UpdateGuaranteeChain

eTIR DB

Call(NewGuaranteeChain)

Results

Confirmation

Call(UpdateGuranteeChain)

Results

Confirmation & guaranteeTypes

New(GuaranteeType)

*[for each new guarantee type]: CreateGuaranteeType

Call(AddGuaranteeType)

Confirmation

GetGuaranteeTypes()

ReturnGuaranteeTypes

Call(GetGuaranteeTypes)

Results

LinkGuaranteeType(GuaranteeType.Code)

*[for each guarantee chain's new guarantee type]: LinkGuaranteeType

Call(LinkGuaranteeType)

Confirmation

Insert()

Update()

Select()

Insert()

UnLinkGuaranteeType(GuaranteeType.Code)

*[for each guarantee chain's removed guarantee type]: UnlinkGuaranteeType

Call(UnlinkGuaranteeType)

Insert()

Delete()

eTIR package::eTIR Admin

Register/update guarantee chain info.
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 1.1.1.2 Register guarantee  

Figure 1.2: 

Register guarantee sequence diagram  

g : Guarantee eTIR DBGuaranteeChain system eTIR WS

record guarantee issuance

Invoke(RegisterGuarantee E1)

[h.authorized=true]: New(Guarantee)

Call(StoreNewGuarantee)

Registration results

Present result

Call(SelectGuarantee)

Results

Registration result E2

exists:=exists(GuaranteeID)

[exists=false and isGuaranteeChainAuthorized=true: Store()

exists

Status

gt : GuaranteeType

[exists=false]: IsGuaranteeChainAuthorized:=IsGuaranteeChainAuthorized(GuaranteeChainID)

isGuaranteeChainAuthorized

Call(SelectAuthorizedGuaranteeChains)

Results Select()

Insert()

All guarantee attributes

Select()

eTIR package::Guarantee Chain

Invoke(GetHolderInfo)

HolderInfo
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 1.1.1.3 Cancel guarantee  

Figure 1.3: 

Cancel guarantee sequence diagram  

g : Guarantee eTIR DBGuaranteeChain system eTIR WS

cancel guarantee

Invoke(CancelGuarantee E3)

Cancel(GuaranteeID)

Call(CancelGuarantee)

Result status

Present result

Call(QueryStatus)

Results

Cancellation results E4

[exists=true]: Status:=Status(GuaranteeID)

[exists=true and Status="Issued"]: DirectCancellation(GuaranteeID)

Update()

Select()

eTIR package::Guarantee Chain

Call(PendingCancellation)

[exist=true and Status="InUse"]: RequestedCancellation(GuaranteeID)

Update()

Call(SelectGuarantee)

Results

exists:=exists(GuaranteeID)

Select()
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 1.1.1.4 Accept guarantee  

Figure 1.4: 

Accept guarantee sequence diagram  

eTIR package::Customs authorities

Customs system eTIR WS

accept guarantee

Invoke(AcceptGuarantee I1)

Present result

Acceptance results I2

Invoke(GetHolderInfo)

HolderInfo

Invoke(GetGuaranteeInfo)

GuaranteeInfo

Call(UseGuarantee)

Result

Update()

[GuaranteeStatus="Issued"]: Use

eTIR DB

 

 1.1.1.5 Get holder information  

Figure 1.5: 

Get holder information sequence diagram  

eTIR WS

RequestHolderInfo

Invoke(GetHolderInfo I3)

HolderInfo I4

h : Holder ITDB WS

HolderInfo

The methodology used to

retrieve the data in the ITDB 

falls outside the scope of this project.
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 1.1.1.6 Get guarantee information  

Figure 1.6: 

Get guarantee information sequence diagram  

g : Guarantee eTIR DBeTIR WS

Call(StoreProcedures)

Results Select()

Exists

Call(StoreProcedures)

Result

exists:=exists(GuaranteeID)

Info

Select()

GuaranteeInfo
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 1.1.1.7 Query guarantee  

Figure 1.7: 

Query guarantee sequence diagram  

Customs/Guarantee Chain
System eTIR WS

Invoke(QueryGuanrantee E5/I6)

Query results E6/I7

Customs / Guarantee chain

Query guarantee

Present results

Invoke(GetHolderInfo)

Invoke(GetGuaranteeInfo)
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 1.1.2 Data exchange 

 1.1.2.1 Record declaration data 

Figure 1.8: 

Record declaration data sequence diagram  

d : Declaration eTIR DBCustoms System eTIR WS

accept declaration

Invoke(RecordDeclarationData I7)

New()/Update()

Result status

[if registration is successful] Generate Accompanying Document

Call(NewDeclaration)

Results

Return results I8

Insert()

eTIR package::Customs authorities

c : Consignment

*[for each new consignment]: New()

ci : Consignment Item

Call(NewConsignment)

Insert()Results

Results

*[for each consignment Item]: New()

Insert()

Call(NewConsignmentItem)

Results

Results

Run all Insert queries for 
Consignment and
Consignment item information, 
in the Consignment, Consignment 
item and other linked objects.

[g.status="in use" and h.authorized="true" and h.exclusion(itinerary)="false"]

*[for each amended consignment]: Update()

Call(UpdateConsignment)

Update()Results

*[for each updated consignment Item]: Update()

Update()

Call(UpdateConsignmentItem)

Results

Results

Results

Run all queries to update
Consignment and
Consignment item information, 
in the Consignment, Consignment 
item and other linked objects.
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 1.1.2.2 Start of TIR operation  

Figure 1.9: 

Start of TIR operation sequence diagram  

o : Operation eTIR DBCustoms System eTIR WS

Start TIR operation

Invoke(StartTIROperation I9)

Start(Date, SealsCheck, Remarks, ForcedItinerary, TimeLimit, CustomsOffice, Seals)

Result status

Present result

Call(StartOperation)

Results

Return results I10

Insert()

eTIR package::Customs authorities

[g.status="in use" and h.authorized="true" and h.exclusion(itinerary)="false"]

[if seals have been added or changed]
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 1.1.2.4 Terminate TIR operation  

Figure 1.10: 

Terminate TIR operation sequence diagram  

o : Operation eTIR DBCustoms System eTIR WS

Terminate TIR operation

Invoke(TerminateTIROperation I11)

Terminate(Date, NbOfPackages, Reservations, SealsCheck, CustomsOffice, Type, Seals)

Result status

Present result

Call(TerminateOperation)

Results

Return results I12

Insert()

eTIR package::Customs authorities

g : Guarantee

Status

Call(QueryGuaranteeStatus)

Results Select()

Status:=Status(GuaranteeID)

[Status="requestedCancellation"]: DirectCancellation(GuaranteeID)

Result

Update()

Call(CancelGuarantee)

Results

[Type="incident or accident"]: Incident/Accident(GuaranteeID)

Result

Update()

Call(Incident/Accident)

Results

[if seals have been added or changed]
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 1.1.2.5 Discharge TIR operation  

Figure 1.11: 

Discharge TIR operation sequence diagram  

o : Operation eTIR DBCustoms System eTIR WS

Discharge TIR operation

Invoke(DischargeTIROperation I13)

Discharge(Date, CustomsOffice)

Result status

Present result

Call(DischargeOperation)

Results

Return results I14

Insert()

eTIR package::Customs authorities

g : Guarantee

[if TotNbOfPackages=TerminatedNbOfPackages and NonDischargedOperations=0]: AllOperationsDischarged()

Result

Call(AllOperationsDischarged)

Results Update()

Invoke(NotifyGuaranteeChain)

Result

TerminatedNbOfPackages()

TerminatedNbOfPackages

Call(TerminateNbOfPackages)

Results Select()

TotNbOfPackages()

TotNbOfPackages

Call(TotNbOfPackages)

Results Select()

NonDischargedOperations()

NonDischargedOperations

Call(NonDischargedOperations)

Results Select()
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 1.1.2.6 Refusal to Start TIR operation  

Figure 1.12: 

Refusal to start TIR operation sequence diagram  
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 1.1.2.7 Notify guarantee chain  

Figure 1.13: 

Notify guarantee chain sequence diagram  

eTIR WS

InvokeNotificationWS E7

GuaranteeChain WS

Confirmation E8

Invoke(NotifyGuaranteeChain)

eTIR DB

Call(StoreConfirmation)

Results Insert()

Result

 

 

 1.1.2.8 Notify subsequent countries  

Figure 1.14: 

Notify subsequent countries sequence diagram  

eTIR WS

InvokeNotificationWS I15

CustomsWS

Confirmation I16

Invoke(NotifySubsequentCountries)

BuildNotificationMessage

For each subsequent country

eTIR DB

Call(StoreConfirmation)

Results Insert()

Result (refs)  
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 1.1.2.9 Advance TIR data4 

Figure 1.15: 

Advance TIR data sequence diagram  

Holder

eTIR WS Customs system

Return Results E10

Return Results E10

Holder System

Invoke(AdvanceTIRData E9)Advance TIR data

Present results

Private System
Customs system (resid)

{OR}

Invoke(AdvanceTIRData E9)

ReturnResults E10

Invoke(AdvanceTIRData E9)

Return Results E10

Invoke(AdvanceTIRData E9)

Return Results E10Present results

Advance TIR data

Advance TIR data

{OR}

Invoke(AdvanceTIRData E9)

Return Results E10

Invoke(AdvanceTIRData E9)

Return Results E10

Invoke(AdvanceTIRData E9 or proprietary messages)

Return Results E10 or other

Present results

{OR}

Return Results E10

Advance TIR data

Present results

Invoke(AdvanceTIRData E9 or proprietary messages)

Advance TIR data

Present results

Return Results E10

Return Results E10

Invoke(AdvanceTIRData E9)Advance TIR data

Present results

Invoke(AdvanceTIRData E9)

{OR}

{OR}

Invoke(AdvanceTIRData E9 or 
proprietary messages)

 

 

  

 4 The holders only submits to the country of first departure the advance TIR data (E9) related to the 

first load and, by means of an advance amendment data message (E11) to the countries where 

subsequent loading will take place, sends the data for each subsequent departure office. 
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 1.1.2.10 Advance amendment data5 

Figure 1.16: 

Advance amendment data sequence diagram  

Holder

eTIR WS Customs system

Return Results E12

Return Results E12

Holder System

Invoke(AdvanceAmendmentData E11)Advance amendment data

Present results

Private System
Customs system (resid)

{OR}

Invoke(AdvanceAmendmentData E11)

ReturnResults E12

Invoke(AdvanceAmendmentData E11)

Return Results E12

Invoke(AdvanceAmendmentData E11)

Return Results E12Present results

Advance amendment data

Advance amendment data

{OR}

Invoke(AdvanceAmendmentData E11)

Return Results E12

Invoke(AdvanceAmendmentData E11)

Return Results E12

Invoke(AdvanceAmendmentData E11 or proprietary messages)

Return Results E12 or other

Present results

{OR}

Return Results E12

Advance amendment data

Present results

Invoke(AdvanceAmendmentData E11 or proprietary messages)

Advance amendment data

Present results

Return Results E12

Return Results E12

Invoke(AdvanceAmendmentData E11)Advance amendment data

Present results

Invoke(AdvanceAmendmentData E11)

{OR}

{OR}

Invoke(AdvanceAmendmentData E11 or 
proprietary messages)

 

 

  

 5 The holders only submits to the country of first departure the advance TIR data (E9) related to the 

first load and, by means of an advance amendment data message (E11) to the countries where 

subsequent loading will take place, sends the data for each subsequent departure office. 
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 1.1.2.11 Cancel advance data 

Figure 1.17: 

Cancel advance data sequence diagram  

Holder

eTIR WS Customs system

Return Results E14

Return Results E14

Holder System

Invoke(CancelAdvanceData E13)Cancel advance data

Present results

Private System
Customs system (resid)

{OR}

Invoke(CancelAdvanceData E13)

ReturnResults E14

Invoke(CancelAdvanceData E13)

Return Results E14

Invoke(CancelAdvanceData E13)

Return Results E14Present results

Cancel advance data

Cancel advance data

{OR}

Invoke(CancelAdvanceData E13)

Return Results E14

Invoke(CancelAdvanceData E13)

Return Results E14

Invoke(CancelAdvanceData E13 or proprietary messages)

Return Results E14 or other

Present results

{OR}

Return Results E14

Cancel advance data

Present results

Invoke(CancelAdvanceData E13 or proprietary messages)

Cancel advance data

Present results

Return Results E14

Return Results E14

Invoke(CancelAdvanceData E13)Cancel advance data

Present results

Invoke(CancelAdvanceData E13)

{OR}

{OR}

Invoke(CancelAdvanceData E13 or 
proprietary messages)
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 1.1.2.12 Accident or Incident 

Figure 1.18: 

Accident or Incident sequence diagram  

Customs System eTIR WS

[Transport cannot continue] 

Invoke(TerminateTIROperation I11 
(type:incident or accident))

Present result Return results I12

eTIR package::
Customs authorities

eTIR package::
Competent authorities

eTIR package::
Holder

Filled and signed
certified report

Filled and signed
certified report

Filled and signed
certified report

Accompanying 
document

[Transport can continue and declaration data changed] 

Invoke(TerminateTIROperation I11)
Including new seals if required

Present result

Return results I12

Invoke(Record declaration data I7)

Return results I8

[if registration is successful] Generate Accompanying Document

 
 

 1.2 Fall-back scenarios 

11. The aim of this chapter is to provide specific fallbacks for every use case involving 

the eTIR international system. The fall-back scenarios are based on three major elements:  

 (a) Accompanying document; 

 (b) Local information; 

 (c) A web application and web service developed by the guarantee chain. 

12. The accompanying document is a piece of paper provided by the customs office of 

departure after the declaration has been accepted. It contains all relevant information 

regarding the TIR transport. 

13. It is important to note that the underlying fall-backs are of a functional nature. The 

systems at stake (i.e. the eTIR international system, national customs systems and guarantee 

chain systems) should also be equipped with technical fall-backs which allow systems to 

run smoothly in case of failure. Functional fall-backs have to be used only when all 

technical fall-backs have failed.  

14. The use of functional fall-backs may not provide the same level of facilitation to 

both the holder and customs. As a consequence, their use should not be mandatory for the 

holder, who should always have the possibility to wait for the systems to be restored. 
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Similarly, customs may establish delays before starting functional fall-backs, allowing for 

the technical fall-back mechanisms to be activated or for the systems to be repaired. 

15. Annex IV contains a description of the various fall back components, in particular a 

template for the accompanying document and a detailed description of its usage, and 

activity diagrams that further calrify the usage of the various fallbacks components  

 1.2.1 Management by customs of data on guarantees 

16. Guarantee related information is crucial for the well-functioning of the eTIR system, 

in particular for the customs office of departure. Therefore, particular emphasis is put on 

the analysis of use cases where the eTIR international system is not in a position to provide 

the required up-to-date guarantee data. 

 1.2.1.1 Register guarantee 

17. Potential problems: 

 (a) The guarantee chain system is not functioning; 

 (b) The connection between the guarantee chain system and the eTIR 

international system is broken; 

 (c) The eTIR international system is not functioning. 

18. Fall-backs: 

 (a) No functional fallback is foreseen; 

 (b) The guarantee chain will transmit the information to the eTIR international 

system as soon as the connection is restored. If the connection problem extends to custom 

administrations and an unregistered guarantee is used for a TIR transport, customs 

administrations can use the web services or consult the web application developed by the 

guarantee chain; 

 (c) The guarantee chain will transmit the information to the eTIR international 

system as soon as the system is restored. In the meantime, if an unregistered guarantee is 

used for a TIR transport, customs administrations can use the web services or consult the 

web application developed by the guarantee chain.  

 1.2.1.2 Cancel guarantee 

19. Potential problems: 

 (a) The guarantee chain system is not functioning; 

 (b) The connection between the guarantee chain system and the eTIR 

international system is broken; 

 (c) The eTIR international system is not functioning. 

20. Fall-backs: 

 (a) Within the opening hours of the eTIR service desk, the guarantee chain can 

contact the eTIR service desk to transmit the cancellation information; 

 (b) The guarantee chain can contact the eTIR service desk to transmit the 

cancellation information or will transmit the cancellation information to the eTIR 

international system as soon as the connection is restored. If the connection problem 

extends to custom administrations, customs administrations can use the web services or 

consult the web application developed by the guarantee chain; 

 (c) The guarantee chain will transmit the cancellation information to the eTIR 

international system as soon as the system is restored. In the meantime, customs 

administrations can use the web services or consult the web application developed by the 

guarantee chain.  
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 1.2.1.3 Accept guarantee 

21. Potential problems: 

 (a) The customs system is not functioning; 

 (b) The connection between the customs system and the eTIR international 

system is broken; 

 (c) The eTIR international system is not functioning. 

22. Fall-backs: 

 (a) The eTIR procedure cannot start when the customs system in the first country 

of departure is not functioning; 

 (b) As soon as the connection is restored, the customs system will send the 

accept guarantee message. In the meantime, the following customs administration will rely 

on the accompanying document to ascertain that the guarantee has been accepted; 

 (c) As soon as the system is restored, the customs system will send the accept 

guarantee message. In the meanwhile, the following customs administration will rely on the 

accompanying document to ascertain that the guarantee has been accepted. 

 1.2.1.4 Get holder information 

23. Potential problems: 

 (a) The ITDB is not functioning; 

 (b) The connection between the ITDB and the eTIR international system is 

broken. 

24. Fall-backs: 

 (a) The eTIR international system will use a local replica of the ITDB and 

include a warning code, informing that a replica of the ITDB is the source of the 

information and that the information might not be up to date; 

 (b) Same as (a). 

 1.2.1.5 Query guarantee 

25. The query guarantee use case has three functions:  

 (a)  allowing customs to obtain information on a guarantee (e.g. status or type); 

 (b)  allowing customs to obtain information related to TIR transports; and  

 (c)  allowing customs to obtain information related to TIR operations. 

26. Potential problems: 

 (a) The customs is not functioning; 

 (b) The connection between the customs system and the eTIR international 

system is broken; 

 (c) The eTIR international system is not functioning; 

 (d) A previous country in the TIR transport used a fallback procedure. 

27. Fall-backs: 

 (a) (a) To request the status of a guarantee, customs authorities can consult the 

web application developed by the guarantee chain. (b) In order to obtain TIR transport 

information (mainly the declaration), the accompanying document will be used and, if 

necessary, the web application developed by the guarantee chain can be consulted. (c) The 

information on previous TIR operations can be obtained from the web application 

developed by the guarantee chain. 
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 (b) (a) To request the status of a guarantee, customs authorities can use the web 

services or consult the web application developed by the guarantee chain. (b) In order to 

obtain TIR transport information (mainly the declaration), the accompanying document will 

be used and, if necessary, customs authorities can use the web services or consult the web 

application developed by the guarantee chain. (c) To obtain information on previous TIR 

operations, customs authorities can use the web services or consult the web application 

developed by the guarantee chain. 

 (c) Same as (b) . 

 (d) (a) No fallback required (b) No fall-back required. (c) Information related to 

previous TIR operations that were handled under the fallback procedure (including 

potential changes of the seals) can be found on the accompanying document . 

 1.2.2 Data exchange 

28. The exchange of TIR transport data is a key element of the eTIR system. Customs 

authorities provide the holder with an accompanying document as reference. The 

accompanying document will also be used in case the information cannot be exchanged 

electronically. The information on TIR operations is also important but is considered of 

secondary importance and, therefore, will not be subject to fall-back procedures other than 

stamping the accompanying document. 

29. If a fall-back procedure is used in a country of pure transit (no loading or unloading 

of goods), the following countries can still use the standard procedure but information 

regarding the operation carried out under the fall-back procedure will only be available on 

the accompanying document until the information is transmitted at a later stage. 

 1.2.2.1 Record declaration data 

30. Potential problems: 

 (a) The customs system of the country of departure is not functioning; 

 (b) The connection between the customs system of the country of departure and 

the eTIR international system is broken; 

 (c) The eTIR international system is not functioning; 

 (d) Subsequent countries could not be notified. 

31. Fall-backs: 

 (a) The eTIR procedure cannot start when the customs system in the first country 

of departure is not functioning. At the following customs of departure, if the declaration is 

changed, customs authorities will manually amend the paper accompanying document, sign 

and stamp the changes. The declaration data will be sent to the eTIR international system as 

soon as the customs system is restored; 

 (b) The accompanying document produced by the customs system becomes the 

primary source of information for the TIR transport. The holder is informed that countries 

along the itinerary will not receive the declaration data. The holder remains responsible to 

comply with advance information requirements in subsequent countries; 

 (c) Same as (b); 

 (d) The eTIR international system informs the customs system that some 

subsequent countries could not be notified of the registration of the declaration data. The 

customs system will specifically mention on the accompanying document that some 

countries did not receive the adequate information. The holder is therefore informed that 

countries along the itinerary will not receive the declaration data. The holder remains 

responsible to comply with advance information requirements in subsequent countries. 

 1.2.2.2 Start of TIR operation 

32. Potential problems: 
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 (a) The customs system is not functioning; 

 (b) The connection between the customs system and the eTIR international 

system is broken; 

 (c) The eTIR international system is not functioning  .  

33. Fall-backs: 

 (a) (a) Customs authorities (other than at the first customs office of departure) 

accept the accompanying document as source for the declaration, sign and stamp it (and 

indicate the new seals if required). The start information will be keyed-in and transmitted to 

the eTIR international system once the customs system is restored. 

 (b) Customs authorities (other than at the first customs office of departure) 

accept the accompanying document as source for the declaration, sign and stamp it (and 

indicate the new seals if required). The start information will be transmitted to the eTIR 

international system once the connection is restored. 

 (c) Customs authorities (other than at the first customs office of departure) 

accept the accompanying document as source for the declaration, sign and stamp it (and 

indicate the new seals if required). The start information will be transmitted to the eTIR 

international system once the system is restored. 

 1.2.2.3 Terminate TIR operation 

34. Potential problems: 

 (a) The customs system is not functioning; 

 (b) The connection between the customs system and the eTIR international 

system is broken; 

 (c) The eTIR international system is not functioning  . 

35. Fall-backs: 

 (a) Customs authorities accept the accompanying document, sign and stamp it 

(and indicate the new seals if required). The termination information will be keyed-in and 

transmitted to the eTIR international system once the customs system is restored. 

 (b) Customs authorities accept the accompanying document, sign and stamp it 

(and indicate the new seals if required). The termination information will be transmitted to 

the eTIR international system once the connection restored. 

 (c) Customs authorities accept the accompanying document, sign and stamp it 

(and indicate the new seals if required). The termination information will be transmitted to 

the eTIR international system once the system is restored. 

 1.2.2.5 Discharge TIR operation 

36. Potential problems: 

 (a) The customs system is not functioning; 

 (b) The connection between the customs system and the eTIR international 

system is broken; 

 (c) The eTIR international system is not functioning. 

37. Fall-backs: 

 (a) Customs authorities postpone the transmission of the discharge information 

until the system is working; 

 (b) Customs authorities postpone the transmission of the discharge information 

until the connection is re-established; 

 (c) Customs authorities postpone the transmission of the discharge information 

until the system is working. 
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 1.2.2.6 Refusal to start of TIR operation 

38. Potential problems: 

 (a) The customs system is not functioning; 

 (b) The connection between the customs system and the eTIR international 

system is broken; 

 (c) The eTIR international system is not functioning  .  

39. Fall-backs: 

 (a) Customs authorities (other than at the first customs office of departure) 

amend the accompanying document with the refusal to start operation information, sign and 

stamp it. The refusal to start information will be keyed-in and transmitted to the eTIR 

international system once the customs system is restored; 

 (b) Customs authorities (other than at the first customs office of departure) 

amend the accompanying document with the refusal to start operation information, sign and 

stamp it. The refusal to start information will be transmitted to the eTIR international 

system once the connection is restored ; 

 (c) Customs authorities (other than at the first customs office of departure) 

amend the accompanying document with the refusal to start operation information, sign and 

stamp it. The refusal to start information will be transmitted to the eTIR international 

system once the system is restored. 

 1.2.2.7 Notify guarantee chain 

40. Potential problems: 

 (a) The guarantee chain system is not functioning; 

 (b) The connection between the guarantee chain system and the eTIR 

international system is broken. 

41. Fall-backs: 

 (a) The eTIR international system puts the messages in a queue and will send 

them when the guarantee chain system is restored; 

 (b) The eTIR international system puts the messages in a queue and will send 

them when the connection is restored . 

 1.2.2.8 Notify subsequent countries 

42. Potential problems: 

 (a) The customs system of one country along the itinerary is not functioning; 

 (b) The connection between the customs system of one country along the 

itinerary and the eTIR international system is broken. 

43. Fall-backs: 

 (a) The eTIR international system puts the message in a queue and will send it as 

soon as the customs system is working. If the holder presents himself at a customs office, 

that did not receive the required information, the accompanying document will be used as 

source of information (see also 1.2.2.1, 1.2.2.2 and 1.2.2.3); 

 (b) The eTIR international system puts the message in a queue and will send it as 

soon as the connection is restored. If the holder presents himself at a customs office, that 

did not receive the required information, the accompanying document will be used as 

source of information (see also 1.2.2.1, 1.2.2.2 and 1.2.2.3). 

 1.2.2.9 Advance TIR data 

44. Potential problems: 
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 (a) The customs system is not functioning; 

 (b) The connection between the customs system and the eTIR international 

system is broken; 

 (c) The eTIR international system is not functioning. 

45. Fall-backs: 

 (a) The eTIR international system notifies the holder or any system using the 

advance TIR data web service that the advance TIR data could not be sent and that an 

alternative declaration mechanism should be used; 

 (b) Same as (a); 

 (c) The holder or any system using the advance TIR data web service must try to 

use alternative declaration mechanisms. 

 1.2.2.10 Advance Amendment data 

46. Potential problems: 

 (a) The customs system is not functioning; 

 (b) The connection between the customs system and the eTIR international 

system is broken; 

 (c) The eTIR international system is not functioning. 

47. Fall-backs: 

 (a) The eTIR international system notifies the holder or any system using the 

advance amendment data web service that the advance amendment data could not be sent 

and that an alternative declaration mechanism should be used; 

 (b) Same as (a); 

 (c) The holder or any system using the advance amendment data web service 

must try to use alternative declaration mechanisms. 

 

 1.2.2.11 Cancel Advance data 

48. Potential problems: 

 (a) The customs system is not functioning; 

 (b) The connection between the customs system and the eTIR international 

system is broken; 

 (c) The eTIR international system is not functioning. 

49. Fall-backs: 

 (a) The eTIR international system notifies the holder or any system using the 

cancel advance web service that the cancel advance data could not be sent and that an 

alternative declaration mechanism should be used; 

 (b) Same as (a); 

 (c) The holder or any system using the cancel advance data web service must try 

to use alternative declaration mechanisms. 

 

 1.2.2.12 Accident or incident 

50. Potential problems: 

 (a) The customs system is not functioning; 
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 (b) The connection between the customs system and the eTIR international 

system is broken; 

 (c) The eTIR international system is not functioning.  

51. Fall-backs: 

 (a) Customs authorities accept the accompanying document, sign and stamp it 

(and indicate the new seals if required). The termination information (with type: Incident or 

accident) will be keyed-in and transmitted to the eTIR international system once the 

customs system is restored. 

 (b) Customs authorities accept the accompanying document, sign and stamp it 

(and indicate the new seals if required). The termination information (with type: Incident or 

accident) will be transmitted to the eTIR international system once the connection is 

restored. 

 (c) Customs authorities accept the accompanying document, sign and stamp it 

(and indicate the new seals if required). The termination information (with type: Incident or 

accident)  will be transmitted to the eTIR international system once the system is restored. 

    


